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Abstract

The Seechi Disc is a practical and fairly reliable means for mcas

uring downwelling quanta irradiance (350-700 nm), spectral downwelling

irradiance, spectral light transmittance and spectral irradiance ratio,

respectively, , in: the ~uphotie zone of all natural waters.

Introduction

The Secchi Dise was introduced in the optical oceanography in 1865

as a means to determine the transparency of the sea (ror historical

details see Collier, Finlayson and Cake, 1968). Later the Secchi Disc
. .

was adopted by the marine biologists in order to measure the depth of

the eupho.tic zone defined as 'the depth at which 1%· of th"e surface quanta

irradiance is found. This depth Z (1%) is dependent on the inherent op-q
tical properties of the sea water, the state of the sea and the surface

light conditions. However, for much practical biological w,ork the depth

of the euphotie zone might be considered eonstant (H~jerslev, 1974a, b)

independent of the surface light conditions.

':fhe relationship between the Secchi Disc depth 12. (i. e. the depth in
. .

meters where the Secchi Disc disappears from sight and Z (1%) in its
q

most simple form can be written:

Z (1%) = A·D
q

( 1)

where A is a dimensionless constant. Quite oIten another relationship .

involving the average vertical attenuation coefficient for the downwelling

iud
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quanta irradiance < K > and D is given in the oceanographic literature
q

namely

< K >
q

. 1
= B/D m- (2)

•

•

where B is another dimensionle ss constant equal to 1n 1001A = 4.61 A.

The Secchi Disc method as practiced is simple. The procedure is

as follows:

1) Measure the depth in meters where the Secchi Disc disappears.

This depth will be D.

2) Calculate Z (1%) from a chosen value of the constant A.
q .

The choice of value is virtually only dependent on the water mass and

the surface light conditions.

3) Assume a K (Z) independent of depth = < K >.
q q

4) Calculate the downwelling quanta irradiance from the relation

q(Z)% = 100 exp (-K (Z)· Z) .
q

The method is seemingly arbitrary. The human eye is involved;

we have to decide upon a value for A and finally assume a constant

K (Z) which is normally not the case. Now. the latter objection has re-q .
cently been overcome by Jerlov (1977) since he has e stablished function-

al relationships between Z (1%) and Z (3%), Z (10%) and Z (30%), i. e. the
q q' q q

depth ofthe . .1%.3%. 10% and30% levels for the downwelling quanta. respect-

ively. Accordingly. ~nowing Zq( 1%) from a Secchi Disc measurement the

variation of K (Z) with depth can be taken into account unless the water
q

mass is highly stratified which might be the case in upwelling areas, in

plankt~n blooms. where fresh water run-out encounters sea water etc.

The crucial point is, however. ~he choise of the factor ~ (or :!j in

equation (2). Po01e and Atkins (1929) show from data gathered in the

English Channel. that B = 1.7·. Clarke (1941) found the same value in

waters east of the .Caribbean region and south of the Bermuda region.

Graham (19~6) found in the North Eastern Pacific by a somewhat different

approach that B varie s between 0.3 and 1. 6 . As stated by Steemann

Nielsen (1975): "It is c1ear that a constant value fOT the factor B cannot

be correct for all water types". He give s a value for ~ equal to 1.85

valid in Danish coastal waters.

Dunt1ey (1963) has discussed the Secchi Disc theory in detail. He

give s the equation

(3)

which describes the attenuation of the contrast of a submerged object

a10ng the vertical downward directed path of sight. Co is the inherent
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contrast of the object just below the surface as seen by the observer,

C z is its apparent contrast at depth Z, ..s is the attenuation coefficient

and K is the vertical attenuation coefficient for radiance. In orde r to

arrive at equation (3) monoehromatie and unpolarized light in a horizon

tally stratified water mass having an infinite depth is assumed. (Practi

cally, the claim of "infinite depth" means depths greater than 3 times

the Seechi Dise depth Q. Observations made at smaller depths might be

affected by the albedo from the bottom leading to erroneous results, 

Bolmes, 1971). Furthermore, it is assumed that the vertical attenuation

coefficients for the radiance at all depths and· coming from· all directions

have the same constant value. This assumption involve s implieitelY,that

the presence of the Secchi Di~c in a water mass does not disturb the

surrounding light Held .

Although some of the above mentioned assumptions are rather un

realistic for surface Iayers it can nevertheless be concluded that equation

(3) is useful to interpret the problems eoneerning the Secehi Disc.

The Secehi Dise

In the following we consider the ease where the observation of the

disappearance of the Secchi Disc at Z = D is made from just beiow the

water surface by means of a scuba diver or' a viewer. Equation (3) be-

comes:

(c + K)D =
Co

tn C
Z =D

(4)

(6)

where C z =D' the so-called liminal visual contrast, has the rccommended

value of 0.0066 (Blackwell, 1946, and National Defense Re ~earch Commit-

• tee" 1946). The inherent contrast of the Secchi Disc just below the water

surface Co is defined by
L

t
- L b

Co = L (S)
b

where L t and L
b

are the upwelling nadir radiance for the Seechi Disc

and the neighbouring water, respectiveIy. Assuming the Secchi Disc to be

a perfect Lambert emitter having a refleetance P and the 'upwelling light

field to be uniform, equation (5) cnn be written

L t = P Ed/rr

L b = E Irr
u,

Where E d and Eu are the downwelling and the upwelling irradiance, re

spectively. Inserting equation (6) into (4):



(c + K)D =

4

0.0066,.J

(7)E d IR.n P Eu 0.0066 =5.02 + R.n p - R.nR

where R =Eu/E
d

is the so-called irradiance ratio. Equation (7) demon

strates that the reflectance p of the Secchi Disc is of minor importance.

The diameter of the Secchi Disc is normally around 30 cm. The size of the

disc has a slight effect when measuring ~ but not in such a way that a

greater diameter automatically involves a greater ~. It is true that a de

crease in the angular subtense of the Secchi Disc leads to a reduced

contrast vision (Blackwell, 1946) but at the same time the assumption

stating that the disc must not .disturb the surrounding light Held should

not be violated. As a matter of fact it was found, from experiments that

great Secchi Discs used in turbid waters gave a lesser D than did

smaller dises.

Equation (8) contains 3 unknowns, i. e. ~, ~ and ß. According to

a11 publi shed work concerning the Secchi Disc it is c1early expre ssed

that there are no ways by which' the terms ~ and K can be found sepa

rately from downward. Secchi Disc observations {an academic but highly

impractical method where both upward and downward observations are in

volved allows the above-mentioned ·separation. (Preisendorf~r,1976».

This is, however, not impossible to separate the term (c + K) within

reasonable limit of errors into ~ and K from a single Secchi Disc mes

surement which is shown both theoretically and experimentally below. The

optical model given by Timofeeva (1974) has been applied. This gives,
the irradiance ratio R' (2) and the vertical attenuation coefficient K ex-

pressed in terms of the attenuation coefficient .E. as a function of the

photon survival probability b/c - see Table land Fig. 1. This model

allows thc left side of equation (8) to be written. in terrns of ~ and ~

so that a calculation of Dc as a function of b/ c is now possible. The

re sult of this computation is given in Table H, Gase 1, 2nd column. Then

an optical model is constructed by assuming that the backscattering

bb ca?- be put equal to 0.02 times thc scattering coefficient band

•

•

Exaxnple: :

p = 0.9 :

p = 0.7 ;

Consequently p =O. 8

(c + K)D = 4.91 -R.nR

(c + K)D = 4.66 -R.nR

is chosen which is leading to:

(c+K)D =4.80-inR (8')
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that the irradiance ratio R =0.33 bb/a. where a is the absorption coef

ficient. The' results from this model are tabulated in Table I wherc the

irradiance ratio R (1) is given as a function of b/ c. Like ~efore Dc is

calculated from equation (8) and the result can be found in Table H.

Case 1. 1st column. The average value of Dc equals 6.4 for Case 1, i. e.

observations made from just below the water surface. It is difficult to

check thc 2 above mentioned optical models experimentally since only a

few direct measurements of R vcrsus b/c are made. In Fig. 1 some of

the authors own experimental findings from different areas of the sea

are inc1uded {Hpjerslev. 1973, 1974a}. Considering the uncertainties in

the se four independent measuremcnts it can be conc1uded that both J1;1odels

are satisfactory.

The cases where the Secchi Disc observations are made from

• abo v e the water surface at different weather situations are considered.

i. e. light reflected from thc sea surface into the eye is taken into

account. The procedure is in the same way as before and thc result can

be. found in Tablc H. As one could expect Dc demonstrates its maximum

= 6.4 when the disappearance of the Secchi Di sc is observed from just be

low the water surfacc since the contrast sensation of the eye is not dis

turbed by reflected light from the sea surface. Conversely Dc has its

minimum value =5.6 in overcast wcather for observations made from

above the sea surface' since the .daylfght is relativcly low and the reflcct-.

ed light from thc sea surface rclatively high. However, with sufficicnt

accuracy it can be conc1uded that

valid for all waters, all wavelengths and for all obscrvation.conditions.
>

This rez:narkable re sult has been confirmed experimcntally in different

waters at _diffe~mt wavclengths - sec Figs. 2 and 3~ erhe transmissometer

is built and described by Lundgren, (1976) and the findings in Fig. 3 origi

nate mainly from Malmberg, 1968}. This means that if wc place say· a green

glas s filter in front of the eye and observe the disappearal).ce of the

Secchi Disc through the filter, the attenuation coefficient in thc green

part of the spectrum is readily computed from c (green) =6/D (green)

within ~ ) 0%.

Only broad glass filters should be applied for these spectral meas

urements since t~e liminal visual contrast C z =D has been given the

constant value of 0.0066. However. C z =D is dependent on the light

in t e n s i t Y at which the observations are performed. Application of

narrow,interference filters would presume that C z =D = 0.0066 would be

•
~

D • c = 6 (9)



q = H(Z)E~)h(Z)

and by a tbe st fit' procedure we were ahle to. give value s for !::! and h
versus depth. It was found t~at for all water types a specified E(y~..>

would give So within :. 20% inside the euphotic zone. This is a sufficient

accuracy for the present purpose.

The above -mentioned work forms the main basis for preparing the

Tables IV and V, respectively, which give the quanta irradiance and the

lux irradiance as a function of the Secchi Disc depth D when measured
. - .

by means of the naked eye. These tables are as mentioned earlier based

upon an a,ssumed fixed value of R(O- • y>:) = 0.01. '

If we measure with both a white and a black Secchi Disc (the black

sha1I preferably be a light trap) it is pos sible to make spectral measure

ments of c. K, and R, respectively. Only the final results fr'om observa-
- - - 6 "

tions made, just below the water are presented - see Table II. Case 1:

.
I

•

•

..
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. too small.

In order to measure the downwelling quanta irradiance in the spectral

range of 350 -700 nm by means of the Secchi Disc equation (8) and Table III

shall be applied. The disappearance of the Secchi Disc is for this case observed

by means of the naked eye (photopic vision). The irradiance ratio for I u x

at the sea surface R (0- , .Y" ) can be put equal to 0.0) • This is a good

choice because observations indicate that ß for lux varies only insignifi

cantly from the c1earest to some of the most turbid sea waters - see

Table III. Furthermore • Tyler et al. (1972) have developed an optical

model for natural waters in which ß for lux = 0.0095 (Crater Lake).

Consequently. we can establish a relation between D(y,,) observed by the

naked eye and K(y,,) for the vertical attenuation coefficient for the down

welling lux irradiance as done in Table III. last column. From 600 day

light spectra measured by Dr. A. Morel in the most different areas and

from Jerlov's (1976) optical c1assification of oceanic and coastal water

masses both the quanta irradiance (350 - 700 nm) So and the lux irradiance

E(y,,) have been computed. , Dr.· Morel and theauthor operated ' .'..

with the following equation

D • c =
K =
R =

6.4 (as before)

5jd - 6. 4jD

J20e- 5D / d
(10a.b.c)

Here. Q and d are the depths··of disapperance of the white and the black

Secchi Disc. respectively. From cquations (10 a. b, c) we obtain, thc very

useful approximation K
-6 -

R = 0.3 e c
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valid at least in the euphotic zone of all waters and valid for all wave

lengths. From Fig. 1 it is seen that the approximation is in good accord

ance with the experimental findings.

The findings given in equations (10 a, b, c) have been extended to

comprise of the Gases 2-6, which, however, will not be presented here.

Conc1usions

For all water masses, all.weather situations and all waveleng~hs

the following practical re sults have been achieved:

1) c = 6/D

2) K = 5/d - 6/D

3a) R = 120 e- 5D / d

. ..:6~ K
3b) R = 0.3 e c

where D and d are the Secchi Disc depths of the white and the black disc,

respectively• .E.' K and Rare the attenuation coefficient, the vertical

attenuation coefficient for the downwelling irradiance and the irradiance

ratio, respectively. The spectral observations are made by observing

through the appropriate broad glass filters •.

4) The downwelling quanta irradiance (350 - 700 nm) is obtained

from a measurement of D with the naked eye (photopic vision) and Ta

bles IV or V are then used.
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
b/c

Fig. 1. Irradiance ratios Eu/E d versus the photon survival

probabiiity bl c. For further explanation see Table I.

8 We stern Mediterranean (Hj1.\jer slev. 1973)

x Baltic (Hj1.\jerslev. 1974a)

(} The Belts (HlZSjerslev, in prep.•)
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Fig. 2. Spectral Secchi Disco de-pths D versus spectral a·ttc:luation
coefficicn'ts c:

~ refer to measurements of the parameters D, c in the green part
of the spectrum ,.J 525 nm by using VG9 glass filters (Schott. and
Genossen) in both the transmissometer and in the Secchi Disc
rneasurements.

o refer to measurements in the same way as above of D, c in the
red part of the spectrum,.J 655 n'm by using RG 1 glass filters
and finally

~, refcr to measurements of D, c in the blue part of the spectrum
,..., 465 nm by using a glass filter combination of GG5 and BG 12.

All thc points are obtained in Danish water s at different surface
light cond1tions .. Three different Secchi Discs have been applied
with diameters around 20, 30 and 100 cm, respectively. Sometimes
observations were made from deck) at other occasior..s they were
Inade just below the water surface by rneans of a viewer'. No sig
nificant diffcrence in the observed values from one type of a meas-
urement to another could ,be -observed. '
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•Fig. 3. Secchi Disc depths D measured·
by means of the naked eye (photopic vi
sion) versus the attenuation coefficient in
the green part of the Bpectrum "" 525 nm.
The rneasurements are all carried out in
Icelandic waters.

Fig. 4. q (meas.): Relative quanta irradiance (350-700nm) versus
depth in the A.rkona Basin.

q (av.): Relative average quanta irradiance (350-700 nm) .obtained
from a conventional Secchi Disc measurement by using Table IV
direct1y.

q (calc.): Relative quanta irradiance (350-700 nm) calculated from
the almost c1assical relation K g = 1.7/D and assuming a constant
vertical attenuation coefficient In the ~uphotic zone .

q (R =0.0075): Relative quanta irradiance (350-700 nm) calculatcd
from a measured :irradiance ratio R for photopic vision R:(o-,~)
in the Baltic and by using Tables II and V, respectively. From
Table II Case 4 was applied. i. e. Dc = 6.?5 leading to DK ~ 3 and
fQ'r such a case Table V is applicable.
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. RELATIVE QUANTA (350-700nm) VERSUS DEPTH

q(AVJ

1%

MARCH 31 • 1977
OVERCAST. TIME: 0800
WAVE HEIGHT 1m
<0>=7m

10%

Kq =1.7/0

5

10

15
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20
~__l-- -L- .-Jm

Fig. 5. Same explanation as in Fig. 4 with the exception that
q(R=O.0075) is calculated from Table.II Case 2, Le. Dc =5.6
and DK ~ 2.3. For this case (overcast) Table IV shall be used .
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Fig. 6. The depths of the 10% level for the downwelling quanta ir
radiance (350-700 nm) versus the Secchi Disc depth. D measured by
means of the niiked eye. The three straight Une s te rmed ,. 5, 2. 3
and 3.0, re,specHvely. refer to different rather crude optical lnodels
where i) K.=, 1.5/D, ii) K = 2. 3/D and IU) K = 3/D for the down
welling quanta irradiance at all depths. The three curved line s
having the same numbers as above refer instead to lnore elaborate
optical lnodels where a relationship between the downwelling quanta
irradiance (350 - 700 nln) and the downwelling lux irradiance have
been established from about 600 daylight spectra measured in dif
ferent natural sea waters (for further details see the text and Tables
IV and V) Near the abcissa axis is inc1uded Jerlov' s (1976) optical
classification of water masse's with respect to downwelling quanta
irradiance. The five oceanic types I, TA, IB, II and III respectively,
and the two coastal type s 1 and 3, re :=pectively, are depicted.
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Table I.

Irradiance ratios E /Ed , average eosine EIE and vertica1 attenuation
U 0

coefficient far dcwnwel1ing irradiance K as a function of photo~' s~rvival

probabi1ity b/e.

b/c R· R(l) R(2) EIEo K
-1

:!ll

0.1 0.0011 0.00073 0.97 0.93·c

0.2 0.0018 0.00165 0.94 0.8;.c

0.3 0.0030 0.0028 0.91 O.77·c
0.4 0.0051 0.0044 0.88 0.68·c

0.5 0.OC82 0.0066 0.0030 0.83 o.60·c
0.6 0.015 0.0099 0.0058 0.80 0.50·c

0.7 0.027 0.0154 0.012 0.75 0.40·c

0.8 0.050 0.026 0.027 0.67 0.30·c

0.9 0.096 0.059 0.067 0.53 O.19'c

- 6 •
K

R.- 0.3 e c (the author' 5 suggestion)

R(1)
bb

0.02 b (Jerlov, 1976 and Prieur, 1976)=D.33 a where bb =

R(2) = f (b, c, z 4 00 ) (Ti~ofeeva, 1972)

•
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Te.ble 11.

'rhe product ef the Secehi Disc depth D and the attenuation eoeffieient e as

u function eftne photonsurvival probability b/e at different surfaee dayli&~t

conditions.

D • e caleulated

case 1 2 3 4 5 6

b/e R(l) R(2) R(l) R(2) H(l) R(2) R(l) R(2) R(l) R(2) R(l) R(2 )

0.1 6.2 - 4.2 - 4.9 - 5.3 - 5.6 6.0

0.2 6.0 - 4 1. - 5.1 - 5.5 - 5.7 - 6.0.'1

0.3 6.0 - 4.6 - 5.2 5.6 '- 5.8 6.0

0.4 6.1 - 4.8 - 5.5 - 5.8 - 5.9 - 6.1 .-

0.5 6.1 6.6 5.0 5.1 5.6 5.8 5.9 6.2 6.0 6.4 6.1 6.6

0.6 6.3 6.6 5.3 5.3 5.9 6.0 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.5 6.3 6.6

0.7 6.4 6.6 5.6 5.6 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.4 6.6

0.5 r ~ 6.4 5.9 5.9 6.3 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.4 6.5 6.50.,
0.9 6.4 6.2 6.0 6.0 6.3 6.2 6.4 6.3 6.4 6.3 6.4 6.3

Averag,e
values 6.3 6.5 5.6 5.6 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.1 6.4 6.2 6.5

•

Case 1: Observations made fro~ just below the water surfaee.
(e + K) D = 4.80 - ~n R

Case 2-6: Observations made abeve the water surface

Case 2: Overcast
(e ~ K) D = 8.17 - ~ (l + 28R)

Case 3: E
d

~k~/Ed sun = 1:3 (lew sun er cloudy)

(e + K) D =9.56 - tu (1 + 114R)

Case 4: E
d

SY~/Ed sun = 1:10 (high sun)

(e + K) D = 10.58 - ~n (1 + 313R)

Case 5: Ed sky!Ed sun ~ 1:20

(e + K) D = 11.22 - ~n (1 + 600R)

Ca3C 6: Ea S~y/Ed sun = 1:100

(e + K) D = 12.79 - 1n (1 + 2878R)
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Table III.

Relations between Secchi Disc depths D observed with a naked normal human eye

and the attenuatior. coefficients c and K, respectively, for different d~r1ight

conditions and different observation techniques. Tbe irradiance ratio for

photopie vision at the surface R( 0 - , y')) is assumed equal to 0.01 for 8.11

natt.<ra1 sea waters since R(o-,j.>..) Sarganso 'V 0.012 and R(O - , Yi\) Baltic

,.." 0.0075 (for instance Lundgren and Hy1j erslev, 1971; Hpj erslev 1974)

Case Remarks Ce + K}. D D . c D . K

~io

1 Observations made 9.4 6.4 3.0
just be10rd the
"Tatel' surface

2 Observations made above 7.9 5.6 2.'3
the "y;s.ter surface;
overcast

3 Observations made above 8.8 6.05 2.75
the water surface; 10i,T
sun 01' C loudy

4 Observations made above 9.15 6.25 2.9
the water surface;
intermediate or hir)l sun

5 E
d

, sky!E"l' sun = 1:20 9.25 6.25 3.0
u.

6 E sky/E. , sun = 1:100 9.4 6.35 3.05d' a

Average values 9.0 6.15 2.B5

•
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Table IV.

The depths cf selected quanta levels Z as a fUnctian cf the Secci Disc depth
q

D far lew sun er overcast. Inc1uded is the depth af the 10%-level for the

do~~wel1ing lux irradiance versus D.

AssUI1i.ptian:

K (Yh) = 2.3!D(Yh) between the 100%-level and the 10%-level for the davlrl

welling lux irradiance ::: Ed(yh).

Note: The depth of the 10%-leve1 for Ed(YA) = D.

D Z m luxq

In. z (30%) Z (10%) Z (3%) Z (1%) Z(.lO%)
q q CI. q

5 1.92 3.90 6.44 8.49 5
6 2.29 4.69 7.74 10.21 6

8 3.04 6.25 10.31. 13.61 8

10 3.76 7.81 12.89 17.01 10

12 4.55 9.52 15.71 20.73 12

14 5.44 11.48 18.94 25.00 14

16 6.26 13.33 21.99 29.03 16

18 7.21 15.52 25.61 33.80 18

20 8.20 17.86 29.47 38.90 20

22 9.08 20.00 33.00 43.56 22

25 10.60 23.81 39.29 51.86 25
30 13.26 30.93 51.03 67.37 30

35 16.25 39.77 65.62 86.62 35
40 19.08 49.38 81.48 107.55 40
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Tab1e V.

The depths of select.ed quanta levels Z as a function of the Secchi Disc depth
q

D for an intermediate to a hig~" sun n.~d blue sk;r. Inc1uded in the depth of the

10%-level for the dOy,lm,"el1ing 1u.x. irradiance versus D.

A.ssumption:

K{yA) = 3!D{YA) hetveen the 100%-level and the 10%-level for tbe downwel1ing

1Ux irradiance == Bd(yA).

D Z m luxq

m Z (30%) Z (10%) z (3%) Zq(1%) z(10%)
q q q.

5 1.48 3.00 4.95 6.53 3.83

6 1. 77 3.59 5.92 7.82 4.60

8 2.34 4.79 7.90 10.43 6.13

10 2.89 5.95 9.82 12.96 7.67

12 3.48 7·19 11.86 15.66 9.20

14 4.03 8.39 13.84 18.27 10.74

16 4.65 9.73 16.05 21.19 12.26

18 5.20 10.96 18.08 23.87 13.81

20 6.01 12.78 21.09 27.83 15.33
22 6.58 14.07 23.22 30.64 16.89

25 7.76 16.82 27.75 36.63 19.17

30 9.61 21.30 35.15 46.39 23.00

35 11.55 26.28 43.36 57.24 26.81
4'0 13.63 31.95 52.72 69.59 30.67

45 16.07 39.20 64.68 85.38 34.50

50 18.19 46.18 76.20 100.58 38.33
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